
EXT. ARMY BASE - DAY

Everything’s shaking, it’s an earthquake. Leaves fall from 
trees, birds scatter and shingles fall off roofs. 

COGG, SUE and GNOMON race out of the army base and look 
around for the source of the rumbling.

COGG1 1
(pointing)

There!

The ground rumbles and OPENS next to a busy highway.

SUE2 2
The ground, it’s opening!!

Giant BLACK FINGERS rise out of the crack.

GNOMON3 3
Something’s coming out, it’s...

A BLACK TIME demon pulls itself out of the ground. It’s 
giant, 20 stories tall. 

COGG4 4
A Black Time demon.

BLACK DEMON
Roarrr!!

GNOMON5 5
Whaaa!!??

COGG6 6
It’s Jynx. He’s doing this.

SUE7 7
You think he opened a rift?

COGG8 8
I know he did...

The demon starts walking toward the city, swatting cars out 
of the way. People scream and run. The demon crushes a 
building into rubble.

COGG (CONT’D)9 9
...and we have to send it back to 
where it came from.



GNOMON10 10
How??? It’s giant!!!! We can’t 
defeat THAT?? Our crystals aren’t 
powerful enough!

Cogg holds up his WHITE and RED CRYSTALS and smiles.

COGG11 11
Fight fire with fire.

SUE12 12
You don’t mean --

COGG13 13
(screams to the sky)

WHITE demon!!!

Cogg raises the crystals above his head and joins them 
together. There’s a bright FLASH of red and white energy.

The clouds start swirling. 

GNOMON14 14
(worried)

It’d better get here quick.

SUE15 15
(pointing)

I see it!

The clouds split open and LIGHT pours through. A giant WHITE 
demon pulls itself down through the rift. and stands on the 
ground in front of the Black demon. The two demons stare at 
each other.

BLACK DEMON16 16
Roarrr!!!!

SUE17 17
(to Cogg)

I hope you know what you’re doing.

WHITE DEMON18 18
ROOOOOAAAAARRRR!!!!!!

The White demon’s roar forces the Black demon back.

COGG19 19
(proudly)

Sure do. It’s all in a days work 
for a Time Bender.

The demons begin to battle and our heros watch.
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